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HANOVER HIKE OF THE MONTH 
 

October – Old & New Etna Loop  
An easy-moderate hike among impressive stone walls  

on the oldest and newest trails in town. 
Hiking distance: 4.5 miles  

Elevation gain: 370 feet 
Time: 2 ¼  hours  

 
 

Driving directions:  
 From Etna, take Trescott Rd northwest for 

0.5 miles to the junction with Partridge Rd.  

 Park in the parking area on the L (W) side of 
the road at the blue sign reading “Old 
Highway 38 Trail.” If the area is not 
accessible, continue up Trescott Rd 0.4 miles 
to the AT parking lot at R, just before a fence 
at the Trescott Water Supply Lands.  

 Today’s hike is a loop through the Hudson 
Farm’s fields and forest on an historic 
highway, behind Etna village on the famed 
Appalachian Trail, and down Hanover Center 
Rd. to the Etna Library, the Audrey 
McCollum Trail, and Partridge Rd.  

 

What you should know:  
 This is a mostly easy hike with a few short steeper sections and some with tricky footing among roots or 

rocks. The route is well-blazed and signed.  
 The route follows an early road on one of Hanover’s newest conservation 

lands. In 2017, the Hudson Farm (brown-shaded area on map) was 
permanently protected as part of the Appalachian Trail corridor.  

 The Audrey McCollum Trail, built by the Hanover Trails Committee from 
Hayes Farm Park to Woodcock Lane in 2017, was extended in Summer 2020 
to Partridge Lane to provide improved access to the central conservation 
area owned by the Town of Hanover. 

 Trails are maintained by Trails Committee volunteers.  
 Dogs are welcome but must be under your control and must be leashed on the McCollum Trail; please pick up 

after your pet.  
 Deer hunting is permitted (except at Hayes Farm Park) by archery Sept. 15-Dec. 15  
 Foot travel only; snowmobiles, ATVs, and bicycles are not permitted.  
 Please respect nearby private property.  

 

BRIEF HIKING DIRECTIONS  
 From the Hudson Farm parking area, take Old Highway 38 south to the rise in the meadow.  
 Turn R at sign for Old Highway 38 Trail and 38A Connector. 
 Stay straight at next trail junction; turn R at T toward Appalachian Trail. 
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 Turn R (N) on AT, cross Trescott Road, and continue on AT to Hanover Center Road. 
 Turn R (S) on Hanover Center Road; follow to Etna Library.  
 Turn R into parking lot and take trail into meadow to junction with Audrey McCollum Trail.  
 Bear L onto Audrey McCollum Trail; follow this to Woodcock Lane.  
 Turn R onto Woodcock Lane and then L to new section of McCollum Trail.  
 Follow this to Partridge Road.  
 Turn L and walk along Partridge Road to Trescott Road; cross to reach your car.  

 
FULL DIRECTIONS 

 Begin your hike by passing the kiosk and taking Old Highway 38 along the treeline up to the rise that is visible 
from the trailhead. At this season, the old field is filled with nodding goldenrod, small white asters, and 
periwinkle New England asters. Start “collecting” stone walls! Among the leaves cloaking the hedgerow at L is 
the first, a low stone wall separating two former pastures of the historic Adams Farm.  

 5 minutes’ walk brings you to the top of the rise and a brown/yellow trail sign where 
two mown paths meet. Look back at R – easily visible is a white 20th century home 
built as a country retreat by retired architect Archer Hudson. Beyond another 
hedgerow is the Adams Farm house, a 1790 white cape and home of the family that 
once owned the former farmland you are exploring now.  Hudson purchased land 
that included the Adams barn - and then burned it down. Dartmouth College later 
bought the property and carved off his house for resale.  While the College referred 
to it as the “Hudson Farm,” the land ceased to be farmed when Hudson arrived. 

 In June, 2017, this was the site of a grand celebration.  A partnership between the Trust for Public Land and 
the Town of Hanover, assisted by the Hanover Conservancy, resulted in the purchase of 175 acres by the 
National Park Service to permanently protect them as part of the Appalachian Trail corridor. In addition to 
major federal funding, many local contributions made this possible.  Owned for many years by Dartmouth, 
the property had been eyed as a site for everything from a cemetery and golf course to a housing 
development. Today, the AT Conservancy manages the land.  The beautiful meadows are kept open for their 
spectacular views and valuable grassland bird habitat. 

 Turn R at the sign to follow the Old Highway 38 Trail and pick up the 38A Connector. The trail heads down to 
the woods; crabapples at the edge, a remnant of farming days, bear colorful fruit at this time of year. Yellow 
blazes mark the trail.  

 Two sets of boardwalks offer dry footing across a wetland, built by Hanover Trails 
Committee volunteers (thank you!). Protecting such headwater wetlands and 
streams from heavy foot traffic benefits water quality and trout habitat in Mink 
Brook below. The wetlands act as sponges during heavy downpours, holding water 
to prevent flooding and erosion in downstream neighborhoods. While they may 
seem dry at this time of year, the coarse fronds of sensitive fern are a clue to 
wetter times. Keep an eye out for the intriguing white flowers of turtlehead. Their 
bee pollinators must muscle their way inside to gather their nectar.  

 Rising up and away from the wetland, you’ll soon see a pair of stone walls at R, reminders that this was once 
grazing land before the forest returned. The second turns a corner and follows the trail.  

 7 minutes’ hike from the first trail sign, note another at L where Highway 38 turns L. You continue straight on 
the 38A Connector for 0.3 miles to the Appalachian Trail.  

 Head over stepping stones on what may be a dry crossing at this season. The trail is now blazed blue, 
indicating a, AT connection trail. The rolling trail moves through mixed woods in former pastures.  

 5 minutes from the last junction, arrive at a T. Blue and white arrow signs in nearby trees (which seem eager 
to devour them) mark your R turn down the hill, following blue blazes. Mark the time – you’ll see why. 
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 As you approach the clearly marked boundary of the old AT corridor – an 1800s stone wall, 1980s yellow 
blazes, and a 2017 boundary pin – you note that the forest understory is more open here. This land has a 
different history.  

 10 minutes from your last turn, reach the pine-needle strewn crossing of the Appalachian Trail. It is easy to 
miss! The connector trail continues beyond the AT, bending around a yellow birch about 50’ ahead. Stop and 
look for the white blaze on a pine at R.  

 Turn R onto the famed – but here quite humble – Appalachian Trail, heading gently 
up for 7 minutes to the top of a low ridge. Stop here and note the big old “wolf pine” at L, a 
pretty impressive character. The growing tip of such a white pine was 
damaged early in its career, which let side branches develop into 
competing leaders. No longer valuable for timber, such pines were 
often left to provide shade for grazing animals – and to spook hikers.  

 4 minutes later, cross another small wetland decorated with 
asters and turtlehead.  

 On the far side, the forest understory is suddenly crowded with young buckthorn, an 
invasive tree. At this season, when most proper New England trees are beginning to 
shed their leaves or at least turn color, the non-native buckthorn reveals the secret to 
its grim success – it retains its green leaves and keeps on photosynthesizing well after 
the natives have checked out for the winter, giving it a competitive edge.  

 4 minutes past the wetland crossing, arrive at Trescott Road. On the day we were out, during a drought, a 
thoughtful “trail angel” had left a cooler and big water bottle for thirsty hikers.  

 To continue on the AT, spot the trail across the road at one o’clock.  A few steps in, a kiosk appears ahead. A 
path from the AT parking lot comes in at L, strewn with needles from the pine plantation it crosses. 

 Continue past the kiosk through thickly planted rows of pines, another part of the old farm that is now owned 
by the National Park Service.  

 After a small opening, watch for an odd rectangular structure of moss-covered 
concrete at R – was this the farm’s spring house? A few steps further is a 
spectacular round drylaid stone structure – possibly the foundation of a silo. Etna’s 
farming history is deep and rich – and its footprints are everywhere.  

 5 minutes from Trescott Rd, emerge into an opening where the trail skirts the 
upper edge of the recently reclaimed meadow. A stone wall (the fifth or sixth so 
far?) appears at R as the trail re-enters the woods. As you leave the Trescott Rd corridor behind, invasive 
buckthorn in the understory is replaced by native cherry, ash, and striped maple.  

 The AT crosses a low stone wall as you note many blowdowns. These may date from the 2007 Patriot’s Day 
windstorm that leveled much timber here and on the east slope of Balch Hill, among other places.  

 Cross another stone wall, this one remarkable for its long, angular slabs. Who knew stone walls had different 
personalities? We’ve only just begun! 

 Continue north on the AT as it rolls along, skirting the W edge of Etna village. Cross yet another stone wall. 

 The trail bears L, arriving at an interesting intersection of 
stone walls that once must have divided pastures. The AT 
follows one on your L – note some venerable sugar maples 
lining it. As the trail rises, this wall becomes even more 
impressive, nearly reaching chest height. We can’t resist 
sharing here that in 1870, a government agency estimated 
that over a quarter million miles of drylaid stone wall had 
been built in New England and New York, most during a few 
decades in the early 19th century during the Sheep Craze. 
Recently, NH’s State Geologist has worked with area 
volunteers and UNH to create a citizen-based, on-line stone 
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wall mapping tool using LiDAR maps. You can visit this site to see the stone walls you’re “collecting” on this 
hike (shown in pink on the image), and visit your own home area to see what other walls might exist nearby. 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f4d57ec1a6b8414190ca0662456dffb0 

 5 minutes after crossing the last wall, you reach a height of land. A trail 
joins at R from the nearby neighborhood, and low wooden signs – along 
with a mystery object made of iron – invite you to stop and look around. 
Off just a few paces at L is a large and impressive cellar hole. It is the 
remains of another Adams farmhouse you’ve discovered. The Adams 
family once owned all the land between Dogford Rd and the E leg of 
Trescott Rd, over which you have been walking. When the farm was sold 
and subdivided to create the Trescott Ridge subdivision in the 1960s, 
Partridge Rd was re-routed and the Adams farmhouse (R) was removed 
– another piece of Etna history lost.  

 Continue straight on the AT, following white blazes to avoid a few cross-
trails here. Within sight of the cellar hole, another wooden trail marker 
tells you to turn R; a brush pile blocks the incorrect path ahead. Add to 
your stone wall collection as you encounter more, many marked with old 
maples. Did these walls border a garden, a pasture, a cart path, a sheep pen, a lane, or were they just 
convenient places to store the stones?  

 10 minutes past the cellar hole, descend toward a plush green wetland, startlingly green at this time of year. 
The spicy fragrance of drying hay-scented ferns is pleasing.  

 A plank crossing brings you over an often-dry streambed and the path twists toward an open field. On a 
summer morning, hawks may be hunting mice and other wee things from the perches above.  

 Just inside the meadow, the trodden path forks; bear R and skirt the old field through eye-high goldenrod 
before reentering the woods. The same dry streambed appears at L and you’ll soon cross it on a log bridge.  

 The trail passes behind the Etna cemetery, where many of those who built the walls and farms of Etna rest. 

 7 minutes after entering the field, arrive at Hanover Center Road and turn R. 
A short, more civilized walk along the road gives a fresh view of the forested 
wetland you just passed.  

 Some of Etna’s most historic buildings – Trumbull Hall and the brick First 
Baptist Church of Hanover at L, and the former parsonage in the red cape at 
R – announce your arrival at what was once known as Mill Village, for the 
many mills that made busy use of the power of Mink Brook.  

 At Ruddsboro Road, a beautiful stone wall (the 13th or 15th?) creates a 
centuries-old hypotenuse between the roads. This scenic triangle has been 
protected by the Town of Hanover. It is part of nearby Mink Meadow Farm, 
home to a long-time Etna farm family. On one side of the historic Yankee-
style barn is the foundation of an old silo – on the other, a tiny former milkhouse that now boasts 
refrigerated eggs and farm-grown vegetables.  

 At R is the white 1767 Bridgeman House; the earliest part of this home is 
likely the middle section with the chimney. Take a moment to read the plaque 
mounted on the nearby stone. A tributary of Mink Brook passes behind the 
home and under the road.  

 Across the way, electric fencing excludes grazing cattle from the mainstem of 
Mink Brook, protecting water quality by allowing a lush buffer of native plants 
to grow along the stream to filter runoff. The farm family worked with the Connecticut River Conservancy to 
establish the fence and plant stream-side shrubs to keep the stream clean. For well over a century, waste 
from the entire village – including mill waste –  was piped directly into the brook.  

 Don’t look now, but stone walls are everywhere in Etna village – among the most beautiful in town.  

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=f4d57ec1a6b8414190ca0662456dffb0
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 Pass the new fire station at R, and note the historic one ahead at L, a small gray clapboard building. 

 10 minutes from the farmstand, arrive at Etna Library, one of only three structures in Hanover listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places. Turn into the parking lot and pick up the trail at the far end.  

 You’re entering Hayes Farm Park, acquired by the Town of Hanover in 2010 from the Hayes family whose 
farmstead and barn stand nearby at L.  

 Walk up through the meadow toward the kiosk. Glance beyond it at the impressive glacial erratic with early 
19th century graffiti done by H. L. Huntington (for whom Huntington Hill takes its name). Take the R fork and 
continue straight through the meadow, up and around the corner, and through a gap in yet another stone 
wall. Here, the trail turns R and follows an early farm lane lined with beautiful high stone walls adorned by 
black, grey, and white lichens. How many tons of stone were moved to create the walls that stitch this rural 
landscape together? And all without machinery, just with man and animal muscle, patience, a good 
understanding of physics and gravity, and maybe not much else to do at certain times of year.  

 The path heads uphill to a fork marked by a sign indicating the King Sanctuary ahead and the path to 
Woodcock Lane to the L. Bear L as you gain the knoll – the wall makes the corner with you.  

 At L is a low cage protecting Trillium from deer browse. This is part of a deer monitoring project being of the 
Conservation Commission’s Biodiversity Committee. A few feet further stands a sign for the Audrey 
McCollum Trail. Stay L as the trodden path forks and follow Audrey’s Trail down into the 
woods, following yellow blazes. Bear immediately R on the needle-strewn path.  

 An ardent and well-known local conservationist, Audrey McCollum lived nearby on Trescott 
Road. Gifts in her memory allowed the creation of this trail in 2017.  

 Be sure to leash your dog here – porcupines den nearby! 

 Cross another stone wall and skirt the Trescott Wetlands on the somewhat rooty and rocky 
trail at the base of a dark hemlock and pine-covered slope. Contrast the stony hillside with the lush green 
ferny wetland at L. Audrey’s Trail goes over a few log crossings as you make your way around the wetland. 
Take care to stay on the trail and avoid nearby yards.  

 10 minutes from the start of Audrey’s Trail, arrive at Woodcock Lane. Turn 
R toward the lane’s end and L at a sign just before the driveways. Be sure 
to keep your dog leashed, and please pick up after it.  

 This new section of trail was completed in September 2020 after much 
planning and effort by the Hanover Trails Committee. It provides a 
welcome path for “bird road” and other Etna residents to explore the 
natural parts of their neighborhood and to visit friends.  

 The pleasant yellow-blazed trail soon crosses a stone wall (watch your footing for wobblers) and enters the 
woods. Five minutes later the trail uses a log crossing near a small wetland that is likely a pool earlier in the 
year. This is a good place to look for animal tracks.  

 Turn L onto Partridge Road and enjoy the 8-minute stroll along this pretty lane. “Collect” your final stone wall 
at #3 Partridge, where a handsome historic wall has become a valued landscape feature for a later home.  

 Your car appears ahead, across Trescott Road.  

 

 

This Hanover Hike of the Month  
has been generously sponsored by  

 

 

 

The Hanover Conservancy, New Hampshire’s oldest local land trust, is a private, non-profit membership 
organization independent of the Town of Hanover.   
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